I am writing this comment because I own and love my iPhone, iPad, MacBook and Play Station 3. Currently I run my iPhone jailbroken and I must say it is a delight. Devices as powerful as smartphones deliver immense computing power at the palm of the hand and in an incredibly portable format, but the shame is their potential is not completely exploited by manufacturers or official software developers. This is understandable, as these actors must ensure stability and security for every customer, but individual liberties must also be honored. When a person purchases a computing personal device he should be able to freely exploit its capabilities and potential by tweaking, modifying and running any application they decide to do so. This liberty is present with any good an American purchases, you can freely purchase a sofa and burn it to generate heat or paint it a different color if you wish, even thou the paint is not approved by the sofa manufacturer; why should this not be allowed with personal computing devices, smartphones, tablets and consoles?

I am of the opinion that if you pay for it, it is yours to dispose of, in any way you deem adequate. With this coment I intend to counicate my desire for smartphone jailbreak to maintain legal, and be expanded to consoles, tablets and all personal computing devices.